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Do you preach 
the Word with 
“passion and 

polish?” During the first 300 years of 
early church preaching, few witnesses 
(preachers) were concerned about 
“polish,” all that mattered was “passion.” 
Times have changed. Today, you must 
have a little “polish” to go along with 
your “passion.” However, if you must 
make a choice between these two 
qualities, “passion” should be your 
choice. 
  
Put a little of yourself into every sermon 
and it will become a message. From time-
to-time use a personal illustration about 
yourself. Tell your audience stories about 
yourself, your spouse, your mother or 
father, your children, your adventures, 
your trials and tribulations, etc. This will 
wake up the audience, hold their attention, 
and often make them laugh or sometime 
cry. Remember, your audience wants to 
know something about you. But never 
take your calling for granted by failing to 

face. On the other hand, I’ve also 
observed antics that have no place in the 
pulpit. Male preachers often condescend 
to screaming and shouting to capture the 
attention of the audience if the sermon 
has little Scriptural content. 
Notwithstanding, women preachers have 
their own antics as well. They may try to 
copy male preachers in style and voice, 
adopting a loud, deep, voice like John 
Hagee or Charles Stanley. On occasion, 
they may go to the other extreme, using a 
humble, quiet voice tone like Kathryn 
Khulman in an attempt to be accepted by 
the audience. None of these maneuvers 
should be categorized as good or bad, but 
the question remains, “What about the 
sermon’s content and exegetical 
insights?” Paul said, “We preach not 
ourselves, but Christ and Him crucified.” 
What is Paul saying? “If you don’t 
preach (exalt) Christ, you are preaching 
(exalting) self.” Leave your attention 
grabbing antics at home and stay focused 
on Christ while you’re in the pulpit. ♥ 

prepare your message beforehand. God 
prepares the person who prepares the 
sermon.  Thus He will prepare the 
people’s hearts to receive the message. 
Don’t make the foolish mistake of relying 
on your anointing to get you through a 
sermon. If you make this mistake, your 
“anointing,” may become “annoying” to 
your audience.  
  
There is no such thing as a “great 
sermon.” Although you may deliver a 
dynamic sermon with power, passion and 
polish, there is no assurance your sermon 
will fall on receptive ears. Stop relying on 
the “amen” and “praise the Lord” 
statements as assurance that you are 
delivering a great sermon.  
 
Once you’re in the pulpit, preach from the 
“overflow” of what you’ve prepared. 
Don’t stay glued to your notes, or your 
delivery will surely bomb. Eye contact 
with the audience is critical. Be dramatic 
and use your hands to express yourself. 
And, don’t stand in the pulpit with a stone-
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In a 6–3 decision, the United States Supreme Court on June 15, 
2020, ruled that an employer who fires an individual for being 
homosexual or transgender engages in “sex” discrimination in 
violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. This 
article will review the facts of the case, summarize the Court’s 
decision, and assess its significance to churches and other 
religious organizations. 
 
The facts 
The case involved three plaintiffs. 
One plaintiff worked for a Georgia county as a child welfare 
advocate. Under his leadership, the county won national 
awards for its work. After a decade with the county, he began 
participating in a gay recreational softball league. Not long 
after that, influential members of the community allegedly 
made disparaging comments about his sexual orientation and 
participation in the league. Soon, he was fired for conduct 
“unbecoming” a county employee. 
 
The second plaintiff worked as a skydiving instructor in New 
York. After several seasons with the company, he mentioned 
that he was gay and, days later, was fired. 
 
The third plaintiff worked for a funeral home. When she got 
the job, she presented as a male. But two years into her service 
with the company, she began treatment for despair and 
loneliness. Ultimately, clinicians diagnosed her with gender 
dysphoria and recommended that she begin living as a woman. 
In her sixth year with the company, she wrote a letter to her 
employer explaining that she planned to “live and work 
fulltime as a woman” after she returned from an upcoming 
vacation. The funeral home fired her before she left, telling her 
“this is not going to work out.” 
 
Each plaintiff brought suit under Title VII, which prohibits 
employers with at least 15 employees from discriminating in 
any employment decision on the basis of race, color, national 
origin, sex, or religion. A federal appeals court dismissed the 
first plaintiff’s case on the ground that Title VII’s ban on “sex” 
discrimination did not extend to sexual orientation. But another 
federal appeals court ruled that the second plaintiff could 
pursue his discrimination claim since Title VII’s ban on sex 
discrimination in employment did encompass sexual  
orientation. And a third federal appeals court allowed the third 
plaintiff’s discrimination claim to proceed for the same reason. 
All three cases were appealed to the United States Supreme 
Court. 
 
The Court’s ruling 
The Supreme Court sided with the two appeals courts that 
interpreted Title VII’s ban on sex discrimination to include 
sexual orientation and gender identity. Title VII states that it is 
“unlawful . . . for an employer to fail or refuse to hire or to 
discharge any individual, or otherwise to discriminate against 
any individual with respect to his compensation, terms, 
conditions, or privileges of employment, because of such 

individual’s race, color, religion, sex, or 
national origin.” 
 
The Court concluded that an employer that fires an employee merely 
for being gay or transgender violates Title VII’s ban on sex 
discrimination. 
 
Application to churches and religious schools 
What is the relevance of the Court’s ruling to churches and other 
religious organizations, including schools? Consider the following 
points. 
 
1. Title VII exemption for religious organizations 
Title VII section 702 contains the following exemption for religious 
organizations: 
This title shall not apply to . . . a religious corporation, association, 
educational institution, or society with respect to the employment of 
individuals of a particular religion to perform work connected with the 
carrying on by such corporation, association, educational institution, 
or society of its activities. 
 
This provision permits religious corporations and educational 
institutions to discriminate on the basis of religion in the employment of 
any person for any position. 
 
As originally enacted, section 702 permitted religious employers to 
discriminate on the basis of religion only in employment decisions 
pertaining to their “religious activities.” Congress amended section 702 
in 1972 to enable religious organizations to discriminate on the basis of 
religion in all employment decisions. In the years following the 1972 
amendment, a number of federal courts suggested that the amendment 
violated the First Amendment’s nonestablishment of religion clause. 
But in 1987, the United States Supreme Court resolved the controversy 
by ruling unanimously that section 702 did not violate the First 
Amendment’s nonestablishment of religion clause.  
 
Note that religious organizations are exempt only from the ban on 
religious discrimination in employment. They remain subject to Title 
VII’s ban on employment discrimination based on race, color, national 
origin, or sex—except with respect to employment decisions involving 
clergy. 
 
Churches that take an adverse action against an employee or applicant 
for employment based on religious considerations should describe their 
action appropriately. Refer to the religious or doctrinal principle at 
issue, and avoid generic labels like “sex” or other gender- or sexuality-
based labels. 
 
2. Covered employers 
Title VII only applies to employers engaged in interstate commerce and 
having 15 or more employees. The courts have defined “commerce” 
very broadly, and so most churches will be deemed to be engaged in 
commerce. Note that most states have also enacted their own 
employment discrimination laws that eliminate the commerce 
requirement and generally apply to employers with fewer than 15 
employees. 

SOURCE: Church Law & Tax Magazine 
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3. Ministers 
In 2012, a unanimous United States Supreme Court affirmed the so-
called “ministerial exception” which bars the civil courts from 
resolving employment discrimination disputes between churches and 
ministers. The Court concluded: 
We agree that there is such a ministerial exception. The members of a 
religious group put their faith in the hands of their ministers. 
Requiring a church to accept or retain an unwanted minister, or 
punishing a church for failing to do so, intrudes upon more than a 
mere employment decision. Such action interferes with the internal 
governance of the church, depriving the church of control over the 
selection of those who will personify its beliefs. By imposing an 
unwanted minister, the state infringes the Free Exercise Clause, 
which protects a religious group’s right to shape its own faith and 
mission through its appointments. According the state the power to 
determine which individuals will minister to the faithful also violates 
the Establishment Clause, which prohibits government involvement 
in such ecclesiastical decisions.  
 
This means that all discrimination disputes involving clergy are off 
limits to the civil courts, not just those involving religious 
discrimination, including those alleging discrimination based on 
sexual orientation or transgender status. 
 
4. Religious schools 
Title VII contains three religious exemptions for religious schools. 
The first, quoted above, is section 702. In addition, Title VII, Section 
703(e)(2), of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 specifies: 
It shall not be an unlawful employment practice for a school, college, 
university, or other educational institution or institution of learning to 
hire and employ employees of a particular religion if: 
such school, college, university, or other educational institution or 
institution of learning is, in whole or in substantial part, owned, 
supported, controlled, or managed by a particular religion or by a 
particular religious corporation, association, or society, or 
if the curriculum of such school, college, university, or other 
educational institution or institution of learning is directed toward the 
propagation of a particular religion. A federal appeals court 
interpreted this language as follows in a case involving a 
discrimination lawsuit brought against Samford University by a 
theology professor: 
 
Samford says that, even if its refusal to allow Plaintiff to teach at the 
divinity school were not covered by the religious educational 
institution exemption, it is entitled to an exemption as an educational 
institution substantially “owned, supported, controlled or managed by 
a particular religion or religious corporation, association, or society.” 
Samford argues for a flexible interpretation of Section 703 and points 
to Samford's historical ties with the [Southern Baptist] Convention, 
the fact that the Convention is the single largest contributor to the 
university, and that its Board of Trustees requires it to report to the 
Convention on all budgetary and operational matters. Plaintiff, on the 
other hand, says Samford is not “owned, supported, controlled, or 
managed” by a religious association because (1) the Convention no 
longer appoints trustees and (2) only seven percent of its budget 
comes from the Convention. Neither side cites precedents interpreting 
Section 703, and we are aware of no precedent that speaks to the 
issue of what it means to be “owned, supported, controlled, or 
managed” by a religious association. 
 

The court quoted from another federal court ruling construing 
section 703(e)(2), Pime v. Loyola University of Chicago, 803 
F.2d 351, 357 (7th Cir.1986): 
Is the combination of a Jesuit president and nine Jesuit directors 
out of 22 enough to constitute substantial control or management 
by the Jesuit order? There is no case law pertinent to this 
question; the statute itself does not answer it; corporate-control 
and state-action analogies are too remote to be illuminating; and 

the legislative history, though tantalizing, is inconclusive. The 
court concluded that Samford is “in substantial part” “supported” 
by the Convention: 
 
“Substantial” is not defined by the statute. But the word 
substantial ordinarily has this meaning: “Of real worth and 
importance; of considerable value; valuable. Belonging to 

substance; actually existing; real; not seeming or imaginary; not 

illusive; solid; true; veritable. Something worthwhile as 

distinguished from something without value or merely nominal. 
Synonymous with material.” Black's Law Dictionary, 1428 (6th 
ed. 1990). Continuing support annually totaling over four million 
dollars (even in the abstract, no small sum), accounting for seven 
percent of a university's budget, and constituting a university's 
largest single source of funding is of real worth and importance. 
This kind of support is neither illusory nor nominal. So, the 
Convention’s support is substantial. We hold—as an alternative 
to our Section 702 holding—that Samford qualifies as an 
educational institution which is in “substantial part” supported 
by a religious association and that the exemption protects 
Samford in this case. 
 
A federal appeals court concluded that Title VII’s exemption of 
“religious institutions” from the ban on religious discrimination 
in employment applied to the school. It based this conclusion on 
the following considerations: (1) the university was established 
as a “theological” institution. (2) The university’s trustees are all 
Baptists. (3) Nearly 7 percent ($4 million) of the university’s 
budget comes from the Alabama Baptist Convention (the 
“Convention”)—representing the university’s largest single 
course of funding. (4) The university submits financial reports to 
the Convention, and its audited financial statements are made 
available to all Baptist churches in Alabama. (5) All university 
professors who teach religious courses must subscribe to the 
Baptist “statement of faith,” and this requirement is clearly set 
forth in the faculty handbook and in faculty contracts. (6) The 
university’s charter states that its chief purpose is “the promotion 
of the Christian religion.” (7) The university is exempt from 
federal income taxes as a “religious educational institution.” 
 
5. Concerns about sweeping effects of the Court’s decision 
Responding to concerns the Court’s June 15, 2020, decision 
“will sweep beyond Title VII to other federal or state laws that 
prohibit sex discrimination. And, under Title VII itself, they say 
sex-segregated bathrooms, locker rooms, and dress codes will 
prove unsustainable after our decision today.” The Court 
responded: 
 
But none of these other laws are before us; we have not had the 

benefit of adversarial testing about the meaning of their terms, 
and we do not prejudge any such question today. Under Title 
VII, too, we do not purport to address bathrooms, locker rooms, 

Continued on page 4 



or anything else of the kind. The only question before us is whether 
an employer who fires someone simply for being homosexual or 
transgender has discharged or otherwise discriminated against that 
individual “because of such individual’s sex.” Whether other 
policies and practices might or might not qualify as unlawful 
discrimination or find justifications under other provisions of Title 
VII are questions for future cases, not these. The employers also 
expressed concern that the Court’s decision may require some 
employers to violate their religious convictions. The Court 
responded: 
 
We are also deeply concerned with preserving the promise of the 
free exercise of religion enshrined in our Constitution; that 

guarantee lies at the heart of our pluralistic society. But worries 
about how Title VII may intersect with religious liberties are 
nothing new; they even predate the statute’s passage. As a result of 

its deliberations in adopting the law, Congress included an express 
statutory exception for religious organizations. This Court has also 
recognized that the First Amendment can bar the application of 
employment discrimination laws “to claims concerning the 
employment relationship between a religious institution and its 
ministers.” Hosanna-Tabor Evangelical Lutheran Church and 
School v. EEOC, 565 U. S. 171 (2012). And Congress has gone a 
step further yet in the Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993 
(RFRA). That statute prohibits the federal government from 
substantially burdening a person’s exercise of religion unless it 
demonstrates that doing so both furthers a compelling governmental 
interest and represents the least restrictive means of furthering that 
interest. Because RFRA operates as a kind of super statute, 
displacing the normal operation of other federal laws, it might 
supersede Title VII’s commands in appropriate cases. 
 
But how these doctrines protecting religious liberty interact with 
Title VII are questions for future cases too. [The defendant funeral 
home] did unsuccessfully pursue a RFRA-based defense in the 
proceedings below. In its certiorari petition, however, the company 
declined to seek review of that adverse decision, and no other 
religious liberty claim is now before us. So while other employers in 
other cases may raise free exercise arguments that merit careful 
consideration, none of the employers before us today represent in 
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this Court that compliance with Title VII will infringe their own 
religious liberties in any way. 
 
6. Justice Alito’s dissent 
Justice Alito issued a dissenting opinion in which he noted, in part: 
Briefs filed by a wide range of religious groups—Christian, Jewish, 
and Muslim—express deep concern that the position now adopted by 
the Court “will trigger open conflict with faith-based employment 
practices of numerous churches, synagogues, mosques, and other 
religious institutions.” They argue that “religious organizations need 
employees who actually live the faith,” and that compelling a 
religious organization to employ individuals whose conduct flouts 
the tenets of the organization’s faith forces the group to 
communicate an objectionable message. 
 
This problem is perhaps most acute when it comes to the 
employment of teachers. A school’s standards for its faculty 
“communicate a particular way of life to its students,” and a 
“violation by the faculty of those precepts” may undermine the 
school’s “moral teaching.” Thus, if a religious school teaches that 
sex outside marriage and sex reassignment procedures are immoral, 
the message may be lost if the school employs a teacher who is in a 
same-sex relationship or has undergone or is undergoing sex 
reassignment. Yet today’s decision may lead to Title VII claims by 
such teachers and applicants for employment. 
 
At least some teachers and applicants for teaching positions may be 
blocked from recovering on such claims by the “ministerial 
exception” recognized in Hosanna-Tabor Evangelical Lutheran 
Church and School v. EEOC, 565 U. S. 171 (2012). Two cases now 
pending before the Court present the question whether teachers who 
provide religious instruction can be considered to be “ministers.” But 
even if teachers with those responsibilities qualify, what about other 
very visible school employees who may not qualify for the 
ministerial exception? Provisions of Title VII provide exemptions 
for certain religious organizations and schools “with respect to the 
employment of individuals of a particular religion to perform work 
connected with the carrying on” of the “activities” of the 
organization or school, 42 U. S. C. §2000e–1(a); see also §2000e–2
(e)(2), but the scope of these provisions is disputed, and as 
interpreted by some lower courts, they provide only narrow 
protection. □ 
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